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L'ABUS D'ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTE. A CONSOMMER AVEC MODERATION. 

 

 

 

Château PEYCHAUD, a family vineyard since 1630, is an estate of 30ha of 
classified park and 28ha of vines located on the right bank of the Garonne River, in 

front of the Medoc. 

Slanie and Elisabeth, daughters of Jacques de Pontac, the owner and  descendant 
of the founder of the domain, the Marquis de Fayet, consellour at the Bordeaux 

Parliament, produce with passion and engagement a range of Red and Rosé 
expressive Bordeaux wines.  
 

Encépagement du vignoble: 50% Merlot, 45% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc. 

 

« Un Air d’été »,  Château PEYCHAUD  Rosé  2013 
 Freshness, aromas and elegance, a Rosé full of charm in Bordeaux. 
« Beautiful very pale pink color. A nose of Rose, citrus and lychee. We have lots 

of freshness for this 100% Merlot Bordeaux Rosé with a successful balance. 
Easy to drink, with a real structure, in mouth grows delicate aromas of citrus, 

gooseberry and raspberry.» 

 

Character :  
Rosé 100% Merlot from direct pressing.  
Harvest is specific and precedes the red wines in order to preserve freshness. 

With its crisp aromas of citrus and white flowers, the 2013 vintage of this Rosé 
seduces by its subtile balance and elegance. 
We bring lots of care to this cuvée that requires lots of delicacy and skills to 

evoid oxydation at its stage of elaboration and then preserve all the aromatic 
potential of the grapes. 
 

Food & Wine matching : 
Delicious for a glass before lunch as an appetizer, or with oysters, sushi and sea-

food. Its real structure makes its perfect with roast meat, fish, pizzas and mixed 
salads. Beautiful with all  fresh fruits desserts. 

 

 

Appellation :               Bordeaux 

Grape Variety :          100% Merlot 

Pressuring :                  slow pressuring at weak pressions (<0,6bars) 

Fermentation :             in vat (with temperatures control)  

Ageing :                       0 to 3 years 

Alcohol :                      12,5% vol. 

Available size of bottle : bott les of 75cl and Magnums 150cl 

 

 

2012 elected ‘Oscar of Bordeaux Summer wines! ‘ 

 

        

 


